ANGUS MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS
Caddam Woods and Loch of Kinnordy

STARTING POINT
Layby beside Caddam Woods on the B955

SUMMARY
A mostly flat easy (Green) circuit with the opportunity to explore further trails in Caddam Woods.

LENGTH
8km max.

HEIGHT GAINED
40m max.
This is an easy (Green) mostly flat route which has the option of a smaller loop which is suitable for younger children and balance bikes.

Starting at the layby at Caddam Woods, take the path signposted Causewayend and proceed around the woods in an anti-clockwise direction (you have the option at this point of shortening the route by doing a circuit of Caddam Woods). At the junction of the road at Causewayend, turn right continuing past the entrance to Kinnordy Farm and turn left at the next road junction. Continue along this road until you meet with the footpath signed for Kinnordy Loch. The track down to the loch is quite steep so younger or more inexperienced riders might want to walk this part. At the bottom of the hill follow the trail left, watching out for the small rooty and boggy section close to the pond. This area can be quite boggy so in wet conditions we advise you to dismount and walk to avoid path erosion.

Continuing on, ignore the footbridge on your right and follow the path until it meets with the road. Turn left and follow the road back to the starting point and Caddam Woods.

DO THE RIDE THING
We love riding this route and to keep our good relationship with local landowners and other path users we ask you to follow the advice below:

- Let other path users know you are coming as early as possible.
- Please watch your speed, especially on blind corners and dips.
- Please take extra care near wildlife and leave the environment as you find it.
- Help land managers and others to work safely and effectively. See ‘Route Specifics’.

Route Specifics
- The route description and quality of path may change over time so please remain flexible with your plans and be ready to use alternative routes. Correct at time of print March 2017.
- Check the weather forecast and ensure you have all the equipment you need for your route.
- If you are in any doubt please pop into one of our cycle centres for advice!